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Equivalent retarder approach to reflective liquid crystal displays
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Reflective liquid crystal displays~LCDs! are studied using the Jones 232 matrix method. The
reflective LCD effectively behaves as a single retardation layer. Conditions on the retardation and
optical axis orientation of this equivalent retarder in order to obtain high brightness and high
contrast are derived and applied to twisted nematic layers without and with a compensating
waveplate. The optimization of the display performance by numerical calculations is greatly
simplified by analytical results relating the parameters of the liquid crystal, incident polarization,
and compensator. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!08921-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reflective liquid crystal displays~LCDs! are interesting
from the point of view of two different applications. Th
absence of a backlight makes them suitable for portable e
tronic equipment with little energy consumption. Altern
tively, combined with monocrystalline active matrix arra
they can be applied in compact high resolution projecto
Optimizing the performance of these displays requires un
standing of the propagation of polarized light through a
flective LCD. In a recent article1 I have described the use o
the Berreman 434 matrix method for reflective LCDs. Thi
method is basic to most numerical calculations of the opt
properties of LCDs. This article deals with the Jones 232
matrix method. In this method only the primary reflection
the mirror is taken into account, as opposed to the Berrem
method, in which all reflections at all interfaces are tak
into account. Within the framework of the Jones meth
many analytical results can be derived. It is the goal of t
article to use such results to simplify and speed up numer
optimization and aid the physical understanding of the op
of reflective LCDs.

The main result presented in this article is that any se
birefringent layers in front of a mirror behaves effectively
a single retardation layer. Clearly, the retardation and opt
axis angle of this fictitious equivalent retarder are then s
ficient to characterize the system. On the basis of this re
conditions for minimum and maximum reflection can be e
ily formulated. These conditions can be used for calculat
the liquid crystal parameter values that give rise to optim
brightness and contrast of reflective LCDs.

The content of this article is as follows. In Sec. II e
pressions for the Jones matrices relevant to reflective sys
are presented and the equivalent retarder approach is i
duced. This approach is used to formulate requirements
optimum brightness and contrast. These requirements are
plied to twisted nematics without a compensating wavep
in Sec. III and to twisted nematics with a compensat
waveplate in Sec. IV. The article is concluded in Sec. V w
a summary of the main conclusions.

a!Electronic mail: sjoero.stalling@philips.com
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II. EQUIVALENT RETARDER APPROACH

The Jones 232 matrix method deals with light propa
gating along the normal of a stack of planparallel unifo
layers. Taking thez axis along the normal thex andy com-
ponents of the electric fieldEx andEy at the exit side of the
stack are linearly dependent onEx andEy at the entry side,
and the proportionality coefficients are the components
the Jones matrixJ 2

FEx

Ey
G

out
5FJ11 J12

J21 J22
G FEx

Ey
G

in
[J FEx

Ey
G

in
. ~1!

The Jones matrix for light propagating backwardly, i.e., fro
the ‘‘out-side’’ to the ‘‘in-side’’ is alsoJ, provided that the
electric field components are written as a row vector inst
of as a column vector.2 When the electric field is written as
column vector the Jones matrix for light propagating ba
wardly is J T, the transpose ofJ

FEx8

Ey8
G

in

5FJ11 J21

J12 J22
G FEx8

Ey8
G

out

[J TFEx8

Ey8
G

out

, ~2!

where the accent indicates light propagating backwardly
proof based on the Berreman 434 matrix method can be
found in the Appendix. It is remarked that the same coor
nate frame is used to describe light propagating in the
directions. As a consequence, one and the same Jones v
describes polarization states with a different handedness
the two directions of propagation.

Consider the case where an ideal mirror is placed on
side of the stack. The backwardly propagating field at
mirror depends on the incident field as

FEx8

Ey8
G

mirror

5J TFEx

Ey
G

in
, ~3a!

whereas the reflected field depends on the forwardly pro
gating field at the mirror by

FEx

Ey
G

out
5J FEx

Ey
G

mirror
. ~3b!

The forwardly and backwardly propagating fields at the m
ror are related by the phase jump equal top, leading to
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FEx

Ey
G

mirror
52FEx8

Ey8
G

mirror

. ~3c!

This overall minus sign may be ignored. Combining the
three equations gives the relation between the reflected
incident fields as

FEx

Ey
G

out
5JrFEx

Ey
G

in
, ~4!

where the Jones matrix for reflection is equal to the prod
of J and its transpose

Jr5JJ T. ~5!

It follows that Jr is a symmetric matrix, because:

J r
T5~JJ T!T5JJ T5Jr . ~6!

The same result has appeared in Ref. 3. It is noted that
same reference frame is used before and after reflec
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When the propagation direction is taken along the positivz
direction a different coordinate frame is needed after refl
tion. As a consequence an additional matrix enters the
pression forJr . In the absence of absorption Jones matric
are unitary matrices, the determinant of which can be ta
equal to one. Such a matrixJ can always be expressed in th
following form:4

J5R~g!U~d!R~2g!R~u!, ~7a!

with the retardation matrix

U~d!5Fexp~ id! 0

0 exp~2 id!
G , ~7b!

and the rotation matrix

R~f!5Fcosf 2sinf

sinf cosf G . ~7c!

This leads to the explicit expression:
J5Fcosd cosu1 i sind cos~u12g! 2cosd sinu1 i sind sin~u12g!

cosd sinu1 i sind sin~u12g! cosd cosu1 i sind cos~u12g!
G . ~7d!
l to
s of
-

c-
is
is,

for
Equations~7! mean that any birefringent system may
replaced by an effective retarder and an effective rota
This effective retarder introduces a phase difference 2d be-
tween two eigenwaves that are linearly polarized at angleg
and g1p/2 with the x axis, whereas the effective rotato
rotates the polarization ellipse over an angleu. Clearly, the
action of an arbitrary birefringent system on polarized lig
can be described by the three parametersg, d, andu.

For a birefringent stack with an ideal mirror placed at t
bottom of the stack, the Jones matrix for reflection take
special form. Given that the Jones matrix for forward prop
gation can be expressed according to Eqs.~7!, the Jones ma-
trix for backward propagation can then be written as

J T5R~2u!R~g!U~gd!R~2g!, ~8!

and the Jones matrix for reflection as

Jr5JJ T5R~g!U~2d!R~2g!. ~9!

Apparently, the effective rotator components cancel e
other, while the effective retarder components add up. T
means that the action of a reflective birefringent system
polarized light is equivalent to that of a single retardatio
layer, described by two parametersg and d. This is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The physical symmetry underlyi
this result is the invariance under time reversal of Maxwe
equations. This symmetry specifies the electromagnetic fi
when the direction of propagation is reversed. Time reve
invariance leads to the same result in the framework of
exact Berreman 434 matrix method.1

Suppose that the birefringent layers are sandwiched
tween an ideal mirror at the bottom and an ideal polarizer
top. This describes a direct view reflective LCD. When t
transmission axis of the polarizer makes an anglec with the
r.

t

a
-

h
is
n

ld
al
e

e-
n

x axis, the requirements for a reflection coefficient equa
one or equal to zero can now be easily formulated in term
the parametersg andd of the equivalent retarder. The reflec
tion coefficient equals zero if~and only if! the equivalent
retarder is al/2 plate with its optical axis atp/4 with the
polarizer axis, i.e.,

2d5p/2, ~10a!

and

g5c6p/4. ~10b!

The reflection coefficient equals unity if either the effe
tive retardation equals zero or if the effective optical axis
aligned with the polarizer transmission or absorption ax
i.e.,

2d50, ~11a!

FIG. 1. The polarization rotation for backward propagation cancels that
forward propagation leaving only retardation.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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or

g5 Hc,
c1p/2. ~11b!

It is remarked that these conditions can also be deri
from the rather simple expression for the reflection coe
cient in terms ofc, g, andd

R512sin2~2d!sin2~2g22c!. ~12!

Equations~10! and ~11! are applied to the twisted nemat
effect in the next two sections.

For a direct view reflective LCD the polarizer is also t
analyzer, i.e., the incident and selected polarization are
same. This is different from a reflective LCD in a projecto
which is illuminated through a polarizing beam splitt
~PBS!. A PBS transmits light of one polarization and reflec
light of the orthogonal polarization. The reflective LCD
placed in the beam reflected by the PBS. The beam is i
dent on the PBS for the second time after being reflecte
the LCD. Only if the reflective LCD changes the polarizati
is the beam transmitted by the PBS, and projected on
screen. It follows that the selected polarization is orthogo
to the incident polarization. The reflective LCD/PBS com
nation can thus be seen as a reflective LCD ‘‘betwee
crossed polarizers, whereas the direct view variant can
seen as a reflective LCD between parallel polarizers. A
consequence, the reflection coefficientR of direct view dis-
plays must be replaced by 12R for projection displays, the
conditions for zero reflection are now the conditions
unity reflection, whereas the conditions for unity reflecti
are now the conditions for zero reflection.

III. TWISTED NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTAL EFFECT

Consider a twisted nematic liquid crystal layer of tw
anglef ~which is positive if the twist is right handed!, thick-
nessd, and birefringenceDn. The director makes an angleb
with the x axis on the top side~at z5d), andb2f at the
bottom side~at z50), as shown in Fig. 2. In order to analyz
brightness and contrast expressions for the Jones matr
the addressed and nonaddressed states are required. In
approximation the director profile in the addressed state m
be considered homeotropic so that there is no retardation
The Jones matrix is then the unity matrix. Consequently,

FIG. 2. The relative orientation of the director on the top/glass side,
director on the bottom/mirror side of the cell, the equivalent retarder opt
axis, and the polarization of the light incident on the display.
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driven state is the bright state for direct view type reflect
LCDs, whereas it is the dark state for projection type refl
tive LCDs, with ideal reflection coefficientsR51 and R
50, respectively. This means that direct view displays
normally black, whereas projection displays are norma
white. The nonaddressed state may be approximated
nontilted uniformly twisted layer, provided that the surfa
pretilt is sufficiently small. The Jones matrix~for forward
propagation! can then be expressed as5–7

J5R~b!KR~2b1f!, ~13!

whereK is the Jones matrix in the frame that corotates w
the twisting director, and is given by

K5F cos~pG!1 i
v
G

sin~pG!
u

G
sin~pG!

2
u

G
sin~pG! cos~pG!2 i

v
G

sin~pG!
G .

~14!

The quantitiesu, v, andG are defined as

u5
f

p
, ~15a!

v5
dDn

l
, ~15b!

G5Au21v2. ~15c!

The Jones matrix of the twisted nematic layer can also
expressed in terms of an effective retarder with retardatiod
and optical axis at an angleb2g with the x axis ~which
means an angleg with the director on the top side! and an
effective rotator overu as

J5R~b2g!U~d!R~2b1g!R~u!. ~16!

Consequently

K5R~2g!U~d!R~u1g2f!

5F cosd cos~u2f!

1 i sind cos~2g2f1u!

cosd sin~u2f!

1 i sind sin~2g2f1u!

2cosd sin~u2f!

1 i sind sin~2g2f1u!

cosd cos~u2f!

2 i sind cos~2g2f1u!

G .

~17!

It follows directly that

u5f22g. ~18!

This relation is a consequence of the symmetry of the dir
tor profile.7 The layer does not change when rotated ovep
around an axis perpendicular to the plane spanned by
layer normal and the director atz5d/2 ~midplane director!.
This symmetry is also present for driven LCDs, from whi
it follows that Eq.~18! also holds when a voltage is applie
Using Eq.~18!, the relations betweeng and d on one side,
andf/p anddDn/l on the other now follow as

cosd cos~2g!5cos~pG!, ~19a!

sind5
v
G

sin~pG!, ~19b!

e
l
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cosd sin~2g!5
u

G
sin~pG!. ~19c!

Equations~19! can be solved forg and d or for f/p and
dDn/l. In the first cased follows from Eq.~19b! andg from
Eqs.~19a! and ~19c!. It is found that

d5mp1~21!m arcsinH v
G

sin~pG!J , ~20a!

2g5mp1arctanH u

G
tan~pG!J , ~20b!

wherem is an integer, the choice of which is arbitrary. F
any choice ofm singularities appear in theuv plane, mean-
ing that points and/or lines are not characterized by a uni
pair of d and g values. If it is required thatd and g are
nonsingular along thev5dDn/l axis andu5f/p axis, then
m must be the largest integer smaller thanG21/2 (m50 if
0<G,1/2, m51 is 1/2<G,3/2, etc.!. Figures 3 and 4
show contour plots for this choice ofm of d andg, respec-
tively.

We now turn to the second case, solvingu and v in
terms ofg andd. First, G follows from Eq.~19a! as

G5
2k11

2
2~21!k

arcsin$cosd cos~2g!%

p
, ~21!

with k an integer. It then follows that

sin~pG!5~21!kAsin2 d1cos2 d sin2~2g!. ~22!

Using Eqs.~19b! and ~19c! f/p and dDn/l can now be
expressed as

f

p
5~21!k

cosd sin~2g!

Asin2 d1cos2 d sin2~2g!

3F2k11

2
2~21!k

arcsin$cosd cos~2g!%

p G , ~23a!

FIG. 3. Contour plot ofd in theuv plane. Thed values range from 0~light
gray! to approximately 3p ~dark gray!. The full lines are contours of fixedd,
the dashed lies are the singular lines or branch cuts.
Downloaded 15 Mar 2004 to 194.171.252.100. Redistribution subject to A
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l
5~21!k

sind

Asin2 d1cos2 d sin2~2g!

3F2k11

2
2~21!k

arcsin$cosd cos~2g!%

p G .
~23b!

Just as before, the choice of the integerk is arbitrary. It
turns out that each branchk gives values foru and v such
that k<G,k11. Figures 5 and 6 showu5f/p and v
5dDn/l as a function ofd andg for k50. Clearly,u andv
are invariant under the combined substitutiond→d1p and
g→g1p/2.

Using Eqs.~23! and the conditions for zero or unit
reflection analytical expressions are found for the twist an
and retardance in terms of the anglec between the entry

FIG. 4. Contour plot ofg in theuv plane. Theg values range from 0~light
gray! to approximately 3p/2 ~dark gray!. The full lines are contours of fixed
g. There are singular points on thev axis ~at v51/2,3/2,5/2,...).

FIG. 5. Contour plot off in thedg plane for the branchk50. Thef values
range from2p ~light gray! to p ~dark gray!. The full lines are contours of
fixed f. Singular points are located on a square grid with integer coordin
~l, m! such thatl 1m is odd.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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polarization and the top side director. This polarizati
makes an angleb2c with the x axis, as shown in Fig. 2.

The bright state conditions for a~normally white! pro-
jection type display follow from combining Eqs.~10! and
~23!:

f

p
5~21!k

cos~2c!

A11cos2~2c!

3F2k11

2
1~21!k

arcsin$sin~2c!/&%

p G , ~24a!

dDn

l
5~21!k

1

A11cos2~2c!

3F2k11

2
1~21!k

arcsin$sin~2c!/&%

p G . ~24b!

It is proposed here to adopt the shorthandfTNc for
‘‘the twisted nematic effect with twist anglef and a linear
entry polarization at an anglec with the director on the entry
side of the liquid crystal.’’ The most well-known effect i
then termed as the 63TN0 effect, which hask50 and c
50, and hence f5&p/4563.6° and dDn/l5&/4
50.354.8–11 Another case is the ‘‘self-compensating
60TN30 effect, invented by H. A. van Sprang12 and later
rediscovered.13 This effect hasc5f/2, i.e., the entry polar-
ization is parallel to the midcell director. As a consequen
the twist angle satisfies

f

p
5~21!k

cosf

A11cos2 f

3F2k11

2
1~21!k

arcsin$sinf/&%

p G , ~25!

which for k50 gives f558.67° anddDn/l50.627. The
limiting case of the nontwisted electrically controlled bir
fringence effect is described by the casesc56p/4. Within

FIG. 6. Contour plot ofdDn/l in the dg plane for the branchk50. The
dDn/l values range from21 ~light gray! to 1 ~dark gray!. The full lines are
contours of fixeddDn/l. Singular points are located on a square grid w
integer coordinates~l, m! such thatl 1m is odd.
Downloaded 15 Mar 2004 to 194.171.252.100. Redistribution subject to A
,

the present nomenclature they would be termed as 0TN
and 0TN45. The branch in thedDn/l2f/p plane with in-
dexk coincides with the contour linesd5(4k1261)p/4 in
Fig. 3. Figures 7 and 8 show the relation betweendDn/l, f,
and c for the branchk50. Remarkably, the twist angle i
restricted to values smaller than approximately 72°. T
branches withk>1 have higher twist angles. The relatio
betweendDn/l and f has been derived before in Ref. 1
but not in the explicit form of Eqs.~24!.

The bright state conditions for a~normally black! direct
view type display follow from combining Eqs.~11! and~23!

f

p
5~21!k

cosd sin~2c!

Asin2 d1cos2 d sin2~2c!

3F2k11

2
2~21!k

arcsin$cosd cos~2c!%

p G , ~26a!

FIG. 7. The values off ~full line, left y axis! anddDn/l ~dashed line, right
y axis! of the branchk50 giving rise to optimum brightness of a normall
white projection reflective LCD without compensator as a function of
polarizer anglec.

FIG. 8. The ratiodDn/l as a function off of the branchk50 giving rise
to optimum brightness of a normally white projection reflective LCD wit
out compensator.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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dDn

l
5~21!k

sind

Asin2 d1cos2 d sin2~2c!

3F2k11

2
2~2 !k

arcsin$cosd cos~2c!%

p G . ~26b!

Here,d is a free parameter. Clearly, any pair of valu
for f and dDn/l can give rise to a good dark state. Th
curvesG5kp with k an integer are the solutions alread
found in Ref. 14.

IV. TWISTED NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTAL EFFECT
WITH RETARDER

It turns out that quite high voltages are needed to achi
an addressed state which is practically isotropic. Drivers
can supply such high voltages are relatively expensive,
are therefore not used in practice. It then follows that
practical circumstances the addressed state always has
sidual retardance. Clearly, the approximation used in the
vious section does not hold in practice, meaning that a m
refined treatment is needed. This treatment is based on
merical calculations, as no analytical expression for
Jones matrix in the addressed state are known.

The effect of a compensating retardation layer added
the display can be quite beneficial.14–18 Including a retarder
makes the calculations even more complicated due to
increased number of degrees of freedom. Despite these
is

fo
ec
on
th
e
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ficulties, the requirements for a good bright and dark st
Eqs.~10! and~11! in terms of the equivalent retarder param
eters are still the same, and these conditions may be use
simplify the task of finding an optimum display configur
tion using numerical calculations. It is assumed that the co
pensator is placed on top of the liquid crystal layer and no
between the mirror and the liquid crystal. The latter ca
excludes the use of an in-cell reflector, which is needed
avoid parallax. It is remarked that the compensated dri
state can have an arbitrary retardation, as opposed to
uncompensated driven state which has a limited retardat
This implies that the driven state can be the state wh
effectively behaves as al/2 plate, i.e., as a dark state for
direct view display and as a bright state for a projecti
display. Consequently, both the direct view as the project
type of reflective LCD can be normally white or normal
black, provided that the liquid crystal is compensated b
retarder.

Starting point of the analysis are expressions for
Jones matrices of the liquid crystal and of the compensa
In these expressions the frame of reference is rotated aro
thez axis over an anglec, so that the newx axis is along the
entry polarization. The Jones matrices of the liquid crysta
the two states A and B for reflection can then be expresse
terms of the effective waveplate parameters retardation
uesdA anddB and optical axis anglesgA andgB at voltages
VA andVB as
revious
JA5Fcos~2dA!1 i sin~2dA!cos~2gA22c!

i sin~2dA!sin~2gA22c!

i sin~2dA!sin~2gA22c!

cos~2dA!2 i sin~2dA!cos~2gA22c!G , ~27a!

JB5Fcos~2dB!1 i sin~2dB! cos~2gB22c!

i sin~2dB!sin~2gB22c!

i sin~2dB!sin~2gB22c!

cos~2dB!2 i sin~2dB! cos~2gB22c!G . ~27b!

The effective waveplate parametersdA , dB , gA , andgB are calculated numerically from the director profile atVA and
VB . If VA or VB are below threshold the analytical expressions for the retardation and optical axis angle derived in the p
section may be used without introducing a significant error. The compensator Jones matrix for transmission is

JR5FcosdR1 i sindR cos~2gR22c! i sindR sin~2gR22c!

i sindR sin~2gR22c! cosdR2 i sindR cos~2gR22c!G . ~28!
-
e-
According to Eqs.~10! and ~11! the compensated state A
equivalent to al/2 plate with optical axis atp/4 with the
entry polarization whereas the compensated state B
equivalent to a waveplate with retardation 2d and optical axis
parallel to the entry polarization. This means that state A
the dark state for direct view displays and the bright state
projection displays, whereas B is the bright state for dir
view displays and the dark state for projection displays. C
sequently, the overall Jones matrices for reflection of
liquid crystal/waveplate combination for state A and B ar

JRJAJR5R~p/4!U~p/2!R~2p/4!5F0 i
i 0G , ~29a!

JRJBJR5U~d!5F exp~ id! 0
0 exp~2 id!G , ~29b!
is

is
r
t
-
e

or

J5J R
21F0 i

i 0GJ R
21, ~30a!

JB5J R
21F exp~ id! 0

0 exp~2 id!GJ R
21, ~30b!

whereJ R
21 is found from the expression forJR by replacing

dR by 2dR . After straightforward but lengthy matrix multi
plication the following six expressions for the matrix el
ments ofJA andJB are found

cos~2dA!5sin~2dR!sin~2gR22c!, ~31a!

sin~2dA!cos~2gA22c!52sin2 dR sin~4gR24c!, ~31b!
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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sin~dA!sin~2gA22c!5cos2 dR1sin2 dR cos~4gR24g!,

~31c!

cos~2dB!5cosd cos~2dR!1sind sin~2dR!cos~2gR22c!,

~31d!

sin~2dB!cos~2gB22c!

52cosd sin~2dR!cos~2gR22c!

1sind@cos2 dR2sin2 dR cos~4gR24c!#, ~31e!

sin~2dB!sin~2gB22c!52cosd sin~2dR!sin~2gR22c!

2sind sin2 dR sin~4gR24c!.

~31f!

It turns out that only four of these six relations are ind
pendent, as the parameters on the left hand side of Eqs.~31!
satisfy

cos2~2dA!1sin2~dA!cos2~2gA22c!

1sin2~2dA!sin2~2gA22c!51, ~32a!

cos2~2dB!1sin2~2dB!cos2~2gB22c!

1sin2~2dB!sin2~2gA22c!51, ~32b!

for all values of the parameters appearing on the right h
side of Eqs.~31!. This is related to the unitarity of Jone
matrices. Of the four remaining independent relations on
a relation between the liquid crystal parameters on
Namely, Eqs.~31! can be combined to

cos~2dA!cos~2dB!1sin~2dA!sin~2dB!cos~2gA22gB!50,

~33!

a relation which does not involve the polarization or wav
plate parameters. This requirement imposes a constrain
the parameters of the liquid crystal. More specifically,
gives the relation between the twist anglef and the retar-
dance to wavelength ratiodDn/l as a function of the two
driving voltages and the liquid crystal and cell parameters
follows that this relation is independent of possibly pres
retarders and of the orientation of the liquid crystal w

FIG. 9. The optimum ratiodDn/l as a function off according to numerical
calculations~full line! and according to the analytical approximation of Fi
8 ~dashed-dotted line!.
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respect to the incident and selected polarization. Figur
shows the numerically calculated relation betweenf and
dDn/l for a liquid crystal layer with elastic constantsK1

52K25K3515 pN, dielectric constantse'53.0 and e i

58.0, pretilt angle 2°, and driving voltages for state A and
equal to 1.0 and 5.0 V. The numerical result is qualitative
similar to the analytical approximation. ThedDn/l values
are somewhat higher for the exact numerical result. T
maximum twist angle is approximately 65° compared to 7
for the approximate analytical result. Finally, it is mention
that there are other branches with higherf anddDn/l val-
ues than the plotted branch. These may be appropriate
passively driven displays, which require effects with a hi
twist angle.

Equation ~33! is related to a theorem derived in th
analysis of gray scale inversion in transmissive twisted ne
atic LCDs.19 According to this theorem the difference in re
flection ~or transmission! coefficient for voltagesVA andVB

is bound by a maximum, which does not depend on the
cident or selected polarization, nor on the properties of p
sibly present retarders

uRA2RBu<sint. ~34!

The anglet describing the maximum reflection differenc
can be expressed in terms of the Jones matrices forVA and
VB by

cost5 1
2Tr@JAJ B

21#5cos~2dA!cos~2dB!

1sin~2dA!sin~2dB!cos~2gA22gB!. ~35!

Here, Tr indicates the trace of a matrix, which is defined
the sum of its diagonal elements. For optimum brightn
and contrast one of the reflection coefficients must be eq
to zero and the other equal to unity. This optimum can o
be obtained when the anglet is equal top/2. It follows from
Eq. ~35! that this requirement is equivalent to Eq.~33!.

When the liquid crystal parameters are such that Eq.~33!
is satisfied there are three independent Eqs.~31! left that
relate the polarization anglec, the waveplate retardationdR

and optical axis anglegR and the effective retardationd of
state B. It follows that one of these four parameters can
chosen freely. This single free parameter can be used to
timize the LCD for a third favorable property~besides
brightness and contrast!, such as the color purity of the dar
state. In the followingdR is assumed to have a fixed valu
The polarization anglec and the waveplate optical axis ang
gR ~and also the parameterd! can then be solved in terms o
the liquid crystal parameters anddR . It follows from Eq.
~31a! that gR2c satisfies

sin~2gR22c!5
cos~2dA!

sin~2dR!
, ~36a!

cos~2gR22c!5
Asin2~2dR!2cos2~2dA!

sin~2dR!
. ~36b!

Equations~31b! and ~31c! can then be written as
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sin~2dA!cos~2gA22c!

52
cos~2dA!Asin2~2dR!2cos2~2dA!

2cos2 dR
, ~37a!

sin~2dA!sin~2gA22c!5
2 cos2 dR2cos2~2dA!

2 cos2 dR
, ~37b!

leading to

tan~2gA22c!5
cos2~2dA!22 cos2 dR

cos~2dA!Asin2~2dR!2cos2~2dA!
,

~38!

from which c can be solved easily. Using Eqs.~36! gR can
then be found. With the aid of any one of the three remain
Eqs. ~31d!, ~31e!, and ~31f!, the parameterd ~the overall
effective retardance of state B! may be found. According to
Eqs. ~36! dR and the difference betweengR and c are re-
stricted to the range

p

4
2dA<dR<

p

4
1dA , ~39a!

p

4
2dA<gR2c<

p

4
1dA . ~39b!

In case state A is the driven state,dA is relatively small. This
implies thatdR andgR2c are close top/4, i.e., the retarder
must be close to al/4 waveplate with an optical axis ori
ented at approximately 45° with the entry polarization. F
ures 10 to 13 show numerically calculated values ofc and
gR for dR5p/4 ~the compensating waveplate is al/4 plate!
and for the liquid crystal parameters of Fig. 9. State A
taken to be driven state of the liquid crystal in the calculat
for Figs. 10 and 11. This corresponds to a normally wh
direct view display or to a normally black projection displa
State B is taken to be the driven state of the liquid crysta
the calculation for Figs. 12 and 13. This corresponds t

FIG. 10. The polarization anglec as a function of the liquid crystal twis
anglef for the liquid crystal parameters used in Fig. 9 and fordR5p/4. The
driven state is compensated such that the equivalent retarder is al/2 plate
with optical axis at 45° with the polarizer. The full and dashed lines refe
the lowest and highestdDn/l value of the full line in Fig. 9, respectively
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normally black direct view display or to a normally whit
projection display. Curves for other values ofdR can be cal-
culated in a similar way.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The Jones 232 matrix method is applied to reflectiv
LCDs. Two general results established in the original Jo
papers turn out to be of great use. According to the fi
result the Jones matrix for backward propagation is equa
the transpose of the Jones matrix for forward propagation
consequence of this result is that the combined Jones m
for reflection is a symmetric matrix. The second general
sult is that any Jones matrix can be represented by the p
uct of the Jones matrices for a retarder and a rotator. Bec
of the symmetry of the reflection Jones matrix the rotat
angle describing the effective rotator equals zero. It follo
that a reflective LCD effectively behaves as a single retar
tion layer.

This equivalent retarder picture allows for a formulatio
of conditions for minimum and maximum reflection, i.e
conditions for high brightness and contrast. For a direct vi
display the polarizer is also the analyzer. Zero reflection
obtained if the equivalent retarder is al/2 plate with optical
axis at 45° with the polarizer. Maximum reflection is o
tained if the optical axis of the equivalent retarder is para
or perpendicular to the polarizer and/or if the equivalent
tarder has zero retardation. For a projection display the c
ditions for minimum and maximum reflection are the oth
way around, as now the selected polarization is perpend
lar to the incident polarization.

These conditions can be applied to twisted nematics
order to optimize brightness and contrast. When the resid
retardation of the driven state is neglected no compensa
waveplate is needed. In this case analytical expressions
the twist angle and retardance to wavelength ratio may
derived. When the residual retardation of the driven stat
taken into account numerical calculations are required to
timize the display performance. These calculations
greatly simplified by analytical results derived from the co
ditions on the equivalent retarder parameters. The first

o

FIG. 11. The retarder optical axis orientationgR as a function of the liquid
crystal twist anglef for the parameter setting used in Fig. 10.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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presses the relation between the twist angle and the liq
crystal retardance to wavelength ratio. This relation does
depend on the nature of the compensating waveplate o
the entry polarization. The other results are expressions
the orientation of the compensator optical axis and of
entry polarization as a function of the retardation of the co
pensator and the liquid crystal parameters.

For the sake of simplicity only relatively small twis
angles are considered. The results therefore apply to ac
matrix displays. Passive matrix displays use liquid crys
layers with a higher twist angle in order to obtain the
quired steep electro-optic response. A similar treatmen
presented in this article is quite possible.

Another generalization of the presented results is to
Jones method for obliquely incident light.19,20,21It turns out
that the Jones matrix for reflection is then no longer equi
lent to that of a single retardation layer. The methods
optimization outlined in this article are therefore not app
priate for obliquely incident waves.

FIG. 12. The polarization anglec as a function of the liquid crystal twis
anglef for the liquid crystal parameters used in Fig. 9 and fordR5p/4. The
nondriven state is compensated such that the equivalent retarder isl/2 plate
with optical axis at 45° with the polarizer. The full and dashed lines refe
the lowest and highestdDn/l value of the full line in Fig. 9, respectively

FIG. 13. The retarder optical axis orientationgR as a function of the liquid
crystal twist anglef for the parameter setting used in Fig. 12.
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APPENDIX: RELATION WITH BERREMAN 4 34
MATRIX METHOD

The Maxwell equations for light propagating through
birefringent layer with normal along thez axis can be re-
duced to a set of four coupled first order equations for thx
andy components of the electric and magnetic fields.22,1 For
normal incidence these equations can be written as

d

dzF Ex

m0cHy

Ey

2m0cHx

G5 ikF 0 1 0 0

P11 0 P12 0

0 0 0 1

P21 0 P22 0

GF Ex

m0cHy

Ey

2m0cHx

G ,

~A1!

wherec is the speed of light in vacuum,m0 the permeability
of vacuum, wherek52p/l, with l the vacuum wavelength
and where the coefficientsPlm depend on the components o
the dielectric tensor according to

P115exx2
exzezx

ezz
, ~A2a!

P125exy2
exzezy

ezz
, ~A2b!

P215eyx2
eyzezx

ezz
, ~A2c!

P225eyy2
eyzezy

ezz
. ~A2d!

For a uniaxially birefringent medium with no optical activit
the Plm can be expressed in terms of the ordinary and
traordinary refractive indexno andne , respectively, and the
optical axis tilt and twist anglesu andf, which are defined
as the angle between the optical axis and thexy plane and the
angle between the optical axis and thexzplane, respectively.
The resulting expressions are

P115no
21

no
2~ne

22no
2!cosu2

no
2 cosu21ne

2 sinu2 cosf2, ~A3a!

P125P215
no

2~ne
22no

2!cosu2

no
2 cosu21ne

2 sinu2 sinf cosf, ~A3b!

P225no
21

no
2~ne

22no
2!cosu2

no
2 cosu21ne

2 sinu2 sinf2. ~A3c!

In the absence of absorption the refractive indices are r
implying that the coefficientsPlm are real as well.

Eliminating the magnetic field components of Eq.~A1!
gives the following pair of second order differential equ
tions for Ex andEy

d2

d2z FEx

Ey
G52k2FP11 P12

P21 P22
G FEx

Ey
G . ~A4!

We look for first order equations of the form

d

dzFEx

Ey
G56 ikFN11 N12

N21 N22
G FEx

Ey
G , ~A5!

o
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that are equivalent to Eq.~A4!. The set of equations with th
positive sign refer to the wave propagating in the1z ~for-
ward! direction, whereas the set of equations with the ne
tive sign refer to the wave propagating in the2z ~backward!
direction. Clearly, the backwardly propagating solution c
be obtained from the forwardly propagating solution by si
ply replacing the termik by 2 ik. The refractive indices are
real when there is no absorption. It turns out that then
Nlm are real as well. The substitutionik→2 ik is then
equivalent to taking the complex conjugate.

The first order Eq.~A5! give rise to the second orde
equations

d2

d2z FEx

Ey
G52k2F N11

2 1N12N21 N12N111N21N22

N21N111N12N22 N22
2 1N12N21

G FEx

Ey
G

6 ik
d

dzFN11 N12

N21 N22
G FEx

Ey
G . ~A6!

The second term on the right-hand side may be negle
provided that the coefficientsNlm vary little over one wave-
length

1

l UdNlm

dz U!1. ~A7!

The second term even vanishes when theNlm are constant. In
these cases the first order Eq.~A5! are equivalent to the
Maxwell equations if

P115N11
2 1N12N21, ~A8a!

P125N12N111N21N22, ~A8b!

P215N21N111N12N22, ~A8c!

P225N22
2 1N12N21. ~A8d!

The coefficientsNlm can now be solved using Eq.~A3!

N115no1DN cos2 f, ~A9a!

N225no1DN sin2 f, ~A9b!

N125N215DN sinf cosf, ~A9c!

with the effective birefringence

DN5
none

Ano
2 cos2 u1ne

2 sin2 u
2no . ~A10!

For a tilt angleu equal to zero we findDN5Dn[ne2no ,
i.e., the effective birefringence is equal to the real birefr
gence. IfDn is sufficiently small the effective birefringenc
DN is equal toDn cos2 u.

The solution of Eq.~A5! for forward propagation can b
written as

FEx

Ey
G

out
5J FEx

Ey
G

in
. ~A11!

The explicit expression for the Jones matrixJ in this par-
ticular case is

J5exp~ ia!R~f!U~d!R~2f!. ~A12!

The phase difference between the two eigenwaves is
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2d5
2pdDN

l
, ~A13!

and the overall phasea, which can usually be left out, is
given by

a5
2pd~no1DN/2!

l
. ~A14!

It turns out that the Jones matrix of this single uniform lay
is symmetric, i.e., it is equal to its transpose

J5J T. ~A15!

The solution of Eq.~A5! for backward propagation

FEx8

Ey8
G

in

5J 8FEx8

Ey8
G

out

, ~A16!

follows from Eq.~A11! by replacingik, i.e., by2 ik, i.e., by
replacingd by 2d anda by 2a. An additional matrix inver-
sion is needed because the field atz50 is now expressed in
terms of the field atz5d instead of the other way around
Matrix inversion also boils down to replacingd by 2d anda
by 2a. It follows that combining the substitutionik→2 ik
with matrix inversion leaves the Jones matrix unchang
Consequently, the Jones matrix for backward propagatio
equal to the Jones matrix for forward propagation

J 85J. ~A17!

Combining this equation with Eq.~A15! it is found that

J 85J T. ~A18!

Now consider a stack ofM different birefringent layers. The
gist of the 232 Jones matrix approach is the neglect of
reflection effects at the interfaces between the different l
ers. This implies that forward and backward propagation
main decoupled throughout the whole stack. As a con
quence, the overall Jones matrix for forward propagation
be expressed in terms of the individual Jones matrices
forward propagationJ1 ,...JM as

J5JM ...J2J1 . ~A19!

The overall Jones matrix for backward propagation is the

J 85J 18J 28 ...J M8 5J 1
TJ 2

T ...J M
T 5J T. ~A20!

Clearly, relation~A18! also holds for a stack of different bu
uniform birefringent layers. On the other hand, relati
~A17! no longer holds for such a stack. Relation~A18! also
holds for nonuniform birefringent layers, provided that theN
matrix varies slowly over a wavelength. In that case t
Jones method can be correctly applied. The nonuniform la
is then approximated by a stack of different but unifor
sublayers, for which Eq.~A18! is satisfied. For a large num
ber of sublayers the approximation becomes exact, imply
that Eq.~A18! holds for both nonuniform and uniform lay
ers.

A more direct proof is possible when there is no abso
tion present. Then the Jones matrix for backward propa
tion for an arbitrary stack of layers is found by comple
conjugation combined with matrix inversion
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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J 85J * 21. ~A21!

If the birefringent layers are nonabsorbing the Jones ma
J is a unitary matrix, meaning that

J 215J †, ~A22!

where the dagger indicates the combined operation of tr
position and complex conjugation. It then follows thatJ8 is
related toJ by Eq. ~A18!.
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